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Letter from
the Editor
This issue came together with pieces from
May to September of last year. This is the first
issue I’ve published where all the pieces were
accepted months beforehand, and I am so excited
for readers to see how all the pieces fit together.
This is also our first issue of 2022, and our
last of our second year. I would like to thank
every single person who has read, submitted to, or
in other ways supported Hexagon in the past two
years. I look forward to bringing you more weird,
wondrous, and whimsical stories in year three.
Kicking off this issue is Carol Scheina’s
wonderful short fiction piece, “In the Book
Grove.” When a book grower’s crop doesn’t meet
review standards, what happens to all those halfgrown books?
Next is Avra Margariti’s poem,
“Subaqueous Faeryland.” Faeries don’t just live in
the forest, they also swarm in the deep dark depths
of the ocean, calling to sailors with sweet song.
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Follow their melody, and be enchanted with
Avra’s fantastic poem.
Gabrielle Bleu’s “Two Condition Reports
From the Museum of Mythologic Science and
Paranatural History” is a wonderful short story
detailing the consequences of an extreme heat
wave through museum reports.
“Jackadee,” by Anna Martino, is our cover
story for this issue. Did Colonel James Dell never
think to wonder how so many things in his life
went his way? How did all those little miracles
come about, and what did the fae-like Jackadee
have to do with it?
And finally, we have Hannah Hulbert’s
“Fragments of Faerie Magic.” When a wizard
arrives at Paulie and Meg’s house one day to tell
them a story and ask some questions, they are
understandably confused about his intentions. But,
when he begins speaking of powerful shards of
magical power, Paulie and Meg have questions of
their own.
The cover art for the issue was done by the
incomparable Sarah Allen Reed, based on Anna
Martino’s story “Jackadee.” Sarah brought out the
menacing side of Jackadee as he lays out all of the
macabre items he has collected over the years.
From our perspective, a set of raised hands, gives
us an even stronger feeling of terror and alarm.
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In December, we released our first
MYRIAD Digital Zine, edited by Kevin M. Casin.
I was incredibly proud to see all of Kevin’s hard
work pay off when Boundaries was released.
Now, Anna Madden, a former contributor herself,
has taken the reins of the zine, and has been
working hard to prepare the next release. This
second zine, Ironwood, will be released April 1st
for all subscribers!
Our Year Two Anthology is also in the
works, and I am hoping to bring together all of the
amazing work from our second year into one
collected anthology for subscribers to enjoy.
That is all from me, and not a moment too
soon. Please, sit, stand, or lay down and jump into
Issue 8!

JW Stebner
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In the Book
Grove
by Carol Scheina
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“But the books aren’t fully grown. The
story isn’t finished. Why not give ‘em a chance?”
Peter sighed. “Some seeds shouldn’t be
allowed to grow. I just wish they’d caught this
earlier.”
“But all of ‘em?”
“We can’t sell books that’re gonna ruffle
feathers. You know that,” Peter said.

“We’re gonna need to raze the whole
book crop,” Peter the foreman announced.
Michaela felt bile rise in her throat. Not
the books.
The sun touched the book grove with its
last breaths of day. Peeking between the tree
leaves were book covers, soft and floppy, each
one showing the faintest hint of an illustration
forming like an ink blot. Although several
chapters had already come in, each book still had
more pages growing between its cover. In about
two weeks, they’d have a finished story, and the
title would be legible. Ready for picking.
Michaela’s words tripped over her tongue.
“But we got rid of the bookworms. There’s no
sign of infestation. These are clean trees.”
The foreman shook his head. “Not my
call. Reviewers say the story won’t meet sales
quota. Too controversial. Gave it a bad Review.”

Michaela’s shoulders slumped. She knew
the safest crops told stories that followed a
formula, with happy endings for the heroes and
punishment for the villains. Stories that left a
sweet taste in one’s mouth. That’s why the world
had Reviewers: to identify the bad crops. Where
could they sell books with a poor Review? None
of the sellers would take them, and black-market
sales didn’t produce much money. The farm
needed crops that would make them a profit.
Peter continued, “It’s late. Tomorrow
morning, you start taking them down in the north
field; I’ll take the south. If there’s time, maybe
swing by the Author’s store to get some new
seeds.” His voice softened. “The first time
razing’s always the hardest. But all part of
farming books. Get some rest now.” He patted her
shoulder and walked toward the worker cabins.
She should have followed him to the
cabins, should have gotten ready for bed, but she
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stayed in the grove as the evening stretched its

a little frightening, and her heart fluttered like

shadows. In the warm, dry weather, she’d watched

leaves in a storm.

the trees sprout, reaching full height in six months.

Yet the book had caught her imagination,

The books had been so small at first, little more

and there was no turning back. Michaela started

than a nub of an idea, before slowly expanding

chapter two, and the tale brought a rising

into little rectangles. She’d run her fingers across

bitterness into her throat. She wasn’t sure she

the feather-soft pages, seeing letters form and

liked where things were going.

darken, feeling flutters in her stomach as each new
chapter grew in. How many more chapters would
come?

At the end of chapter five, she wanted to
hurl the book across the room.
Candlewax dripped onto the wooden floor

But such a spoiled crop? It couldn’t be.
These were her trees, her books.
Michaela reached up and yanked a book,

as her thoughts cascaded like rain, the book closed
in her lap. She’d never read a story with such a
frustrating protagonist. What’s more, Michaela

the unripe rectangle resisting her pull before

realized with an uncomfortable shift that she

snapping off. A dent remained in the spine where

actually sympathized with the villain. This must

it had once attached to the tree. She hugged the

be, then, why the Reviewers had given the book a

book close and hurried to her cabin.

poor Review.

In the candlelight, Michaela’s eyes

Yet she felt drawn to the characters, like

followed soft gray letters down each page. At the

they were sitting in her dim cabin, watching her

end of chapter one, she looked up, blinking to ease

make out the letters that shaped them into

the eye strain.

existence. Watching her give them this final

“What did you think of that?” she asked,
half hoping for a response from the bare walls. It
struck her, then, that she couldn’t talk to anyone

salute, for tomorrow, they would vanish forever
with the razing of the trees.
Those characters deserved to at least have

about the half-grown, poorly Reviewed story in

their story read one last time. Michaela thumbed

her cabin, not even Peter, who had guided her

petal-soft pages back to her place.

with the kindness of a father. That realization was

Chapters twelve and beyond were too faint
for her to make out, for the letters still had a lot
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more growing to do. If only the book had been

brambles and tangles that would hide most

given two more weeks. If only. It had the makings

anything that grew. Maybe even a tree.

of a tale unlike anything she’d read before.
Michaela found herself wondering which
paths the story might take. Her vision grew blurry
as she imagined scenarios, ideas sprouting all over

Some seeds take root in your soul,
Michaela realized as the way forward grew
straight like the tree trunks before her.
The precious seed held tight in her hand,

her mind. Something itched and caught in her eye,

she grabbed a shovel leaning against the shed, and

and she blinked and rubbed until a tiny object fell

in the dark of the night, she set out for the grove

into her hand.

of books.

In her hand was a seed.
She stared. Seeds weren’t her area of
expertise. She just knew that Authors sat alone in
dark rooms and needed lots and lots of quiet as
they worked. Yet a seed lay in her hand, ready to
be blanketed into the earth. Michaela formed a fist
around the brown oval. What story did she hold?
She opened the door of her cabin and felt
the warm night air mingling with the blossoming
scent of new books: pulpy, punctuated by sharp
inks. Michaela could barely make out the straight
trunks in the distance. A view that would be much
different tomorrow evening.
A scattering of thoughts formed a vinetangled mess, and she struggled to make sense of
it all, waiting for the thoughts to finally sprout,
then she knew: she wanted a better story than
tomorrow’s razing would bring, and her eyes
drifted toward the edge of the north field, with its
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Subaqueous Faeryland
by Avra Margariti
When ley lines converge underwater
They’re called tectonic rifts;
While mushroom rings spurt
On forest floors, in oceanic depths
Seaweed clusters in circles of magic;
Where foxfire and will-o’-the-wisp
Might have flitted betwixt trees, here,
Abyssopelagic slugs light up
The bioluminescent way.

Faeries aren’t only of the woods,
You’re coming to realize too late,
Little diver lost.
Hear our effervescent bubbling song, see
Our translucent sunless skin
As it ripples in time to the currents,
Feel your oxygen running out
As our gills flap effortlessly,
Our teeth shining with salt.

You can call us sirens if it fits you,
As long as you come away with us
Somewhere no sonar or deep-sea
Rescue mission
Will ever reach.
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Two Condition Reports
From the Museum of
Mythologic Science and
Paranatural History
by Gabrielle Bleu
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smithing skills. Her enchanted silver blades were
highly sought after by monster hunters and game
wardens. In particular, her swords were prized for
their sturdiness in dragon hunting. However, after
the burst of the dragon hunting bubble in the late
1840s and early 1850s, the Lefevre smithy largely
turned to more delicate work, pivoting from
weaponry to dish and flatware. Guiburgis Lefevre
the Younger (la Jeune) (1823–1903) joined her
mother in the smithy around 1852. Lefevre the

The Museum of Mythologic Science and

Younger’s silverwork reached its prominence

Paranatural History

during 1860–1875. This particular knife is from

Condition Report

1864 and would have been part of a larger 45-

Arms and Armor Department

piece set. Purchased in 1865 by Sir Barnaby

Reported by: A. Joyner

Armistead of Abingdon-on-Thames, a renowned

Date of Report: 13 July 2029

collector and researcher of silverware, and

Purpose of Report: Disaster report

donated to the museum by his grandson Phillip

Object #: AA1991.89.6

Armistead in 1991 as part of a large gift of

Note: Images to be added later, photography lab

Lefevre silverware.

incinerated 12/07/2029

Condition Quality: Used. (Wielded?)

Physical Notes: A butter knife made of silver. On

Damage: Lodged in specimen #D26425 on

the obverse of the handle is the stamp of the

12/07/2029. Following the catastrophic museum-

Lefevre family: a serpent coiled in a circle and

wide failure of the HVAC system on 12 July

biting its own tail, with a sword impaled through

2029, and aided by the record-breaking heatwave,

its head. Blade is unadorned.

specimen #D26425 from the Dracology

Provenance: Guiburgis Lefevre the Elder (la

collections was able to regenerate. Collections

Vieille) (1803–1866) was a renowned silversmith

Technician G. Vicario, unable to evacuate in time,

from Aix-en-Provence, known for her sword-

wielded #AA1991.89.6 in self-defense, having it
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The regenerated Salamandra incendia was

on-hand from an active inventory project.
#AA1991.89.6 is now embedded in the skull of

described by Karnowski as “orange with lime

specimen #D26425.

racing stripes,” possessing “lots of teeth,” and

Notes for further care: Remove from skull?

being the size of “grandmama’s pet bull terrier,”

General Comments: Research if there are other

among other unclear descriptors. Further statement

known cases of the Younger’s work being

to be obtained later.

effective in dragon-slaying. A first? Conference

Species Information: Salamandra incendia is an

presentations?

evolutionary branch between non-paranatural

Ask Curator Bhamra if we can have it

salamanders and dragons, and popularly known as
“the missing link” between amphibians and

back.

dragons. Can reach a height of 50-63 centimeters,
ÂÂÂ
The Museum of Mythologic Science and
Paranatural History
Condition Report
Dracology Department

and weights of 22 to 36 kilograms. Carnivorous
diet consists primarily of birds, reptiles, other
amphibians, and small mammals. Territory ranges
from Western and Central Europe to North Africa,
as well as parts of western Belarus and Russia.
Documented throughout the middle ages,

Reported by: N. Bhamra
Date of Report: 13 July 2029
Purpose of Report: Disaster report
Specimen #: D26425

*Images will be added at a later date; photo lab
intern M. Karnowski hospitalized on 12 July 2029.
Physical Notes: Several knitted punctures and

radiating fractures in the parietal and frontal
bones, demonstrating injury during life. Whole
skeleton.

and coveted for its regenerative properties, the
incendiary salamander is able to sit in fire without
harm. The combustion provides accelerated cellgrowth, allowing the incendiary salamander to regrow limbs, heal injuries, and even restore the
body from near-death states. In addition, the
species is known for their potent poison. The
placement of the poison glands both inside the
mouth and on the exterior base of the head gives
the projected poison an enshrouding mist-like
quality.
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culling. A spate of wildfires during the extreme

incendiary salamanders of great interest to the

heatwave of the 2025 fire season led to a

medical industry. Research into the use of

population explosion of Salamandra incendia. The

salamander cells to assist in human organ

spike necessitated a controlled reduction of the

transplant cases is ongoing. However, efforts to

population in order to help avoid a crash of

decouple the cell’s regenerative properties from

reintroduced bearded vulture populations, which

needing fire as a catalyst have thus far failed. See

the incendiary salamander preys upon. The

Brucker and Bell, 1987.

museum acquired this specimen through Park

Salamandra incendia saw a flourishing of

channels in January of 2026.

population growth during the industrial revolution,

Condition Quality: Poor. Candidate for

particularly in England, due to an increase in

replacement.

regenerative habitats. Populations have since

Damage: Stabbed through skull by butter knife

leveled out, although increase in global

#AA1991.89.6; Warping of bones due to rapid

temperatures has been a cause for concern. Brief

regeneration caused by fluctuation in heat on

spate of invasiveness in Australia after accidental

12/07/2029.

introduction in the 1990s. While the species has

Notes for further care: HVAC systems must be

no natural enemies in the Australian ecological

updated. Backup systems did not work, allowing

system, platypuses proved an effective deterrent to

Specimen #D26425 to regenerate. It was then able

the animals. Salamander larva laid in bodies of

to burn through the fire doors quarantining the

water with a resident platypus left the emergent

Dracology collections (it appears they were

salamanders vulnerable to platypus venom, as the

intended for natural fire quarantine, rather than

incendiary salamander, while secreting its own

paranatural fire). Specimen #D26425 proceeded to

poison, is incredibly susceptible to other natural

incinerate the photo lab, before entering the Arms

toxins and poisons. The animal never successfully

and Armor Collection space and attacking the

gained a foothold in the Australian environment.

staff.

See Paz, Ikeda, et al, 2001.

Hazardous material inventory, testing, and

Provenance: Donated by Vanoise National Park

rehousing of the dracology collections must be

(Parc national de la Vanoise) after a controlled

prioritized to ensure no specimens at one point
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treated with arsenic—such as the cockatrice

Efforts should be made to acquire and

specimen #D0587 collected and treated in 1923—

accession a new Salamandra incendia specimen

are stored near specimens possessing fiery abilities

after collection storage has been updated. Talk to

which could burn through protective storage and

grant writing team.

expose staff to arsenic within.
In a similar vein, the collection should be
reorganized to move #D26425 away from any
phoenix specimens. Dispersal throughout the
collections will ensure that if one specimen is to
regenerate under extraordinary circumstances, it
will not be able to ignite and regenerate other
specimens in a chain reaction.
Should the director continue to refuse to
allocate space in the budget to necessary museum
safety and specimen conservation, perhaps they
can find room for a few platypuses, right beneath
the line item for “parasitic wasps” in the category
of Integrated Pest Management.
Removal of object #AA1991.89.6 risks
destruction of the skull of specimen #D26425.
Removal not recommended.
General Comments: The specimen could still be

utilized in the arms and armor department, as a
demonstration of the effectiveness of Lefevre
weaponry. Otherwise, a candidate for
deaccessioning—unsure if knife would have to be
deaccessioned as well, speak with Joyner.

Alternatively, float idea of fencing training
for all employees working in collections at the
next general staff meeting.
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Jackadee
by Anna Martino

James relegated the biggest funeral
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undertaker make her wear gloves?
Still, he couldn’t help wondering what
the press and future historians would make of
that situation. He wrote the scene in the back
of his head as he entered the parlour: Colonel
James Dell, beloved champion of the nation,
wearing his civvies as he stood alone at his

wreaths to the back of the musty parlour. It

mother’s funeral, taking comfort not from the

was, of course, a calculated gesture: it would

walls of chrysanthemums and lilies but from

be better to display the small gifts from the

the offerings of the ordinary citizens . . .

private citizens—the cheap posies and shy
daisies with handwritten, heartfelt notes—than
those monstrosities bought by the rich folk

“Oh, there you are. Where are the
mourners?”
James woke from his reveries to see a

trying to curry favour with the nation’s

stranger in a grass-stained cambric shirt and

favourite son.

mud-splattered breeches at the dais, holding

Even though he’d demanded a private

the veil that had covered the deceased lady’s

funeral, James knew word would spread. The

face, a presence as outlandish as a riot of

population followed everything he said, did,

cornflowers and pansies in the blood-sodden

wore and promised like a serial story, and ever

war fields. “Are you kidding me? Not a soul?

since the war ended, he had to make sure the

Just you?” The stranger found it all too

message was clear: theirs was a land of equals.

amusing, but refrained from laughter. “Wow,

That was why he asked for a simple funeral

chapeau. I didn’t think you had it in you.

for his mother: who was he to ask for special

Denied the last big audience for the grand

treatment? No-one had to know he hadn’t

dame, did you? Colour me surprised!”

arrived in time to hear her deathbed

“You will step down at once!”

benedictions—that he only saw her as she was

“Or else what? You gonna shoot me,

now, a frail body in a small coffin. When did

Ungrateful Jim? I’d like to see you try, now

she start wearing dentures? Why did the

that you’re not in uniform . . . So, can we
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discuss business now, or do you want to wait

The priest’s office, dirty with ages of soot and

until after she’s buried? I’m cool either way,

stuffed with potted plants and piles of

but I know you have places to be, so I reckon

correspondence in all corners, was suitable

we’d better get this done quick.”

enough for this sort of conversation. No

“Excuse me? Just how do you know
this?”

witnesses but the plaster saints in their niches,
staring piously at the low ceiling rather than at

“You mean your nickname? I know it
the same way I know about your Spanish
mistress with one in the oven. I must stay

the two men sat positioned at opposite sides of
a polished mahogany desk.
“I wasn’t given a name. Jackadee will

updated, it’s part of the contract.” James

do, if you really need a designation. A little

blanched from the tips of his receding hairline

girl once called me that, and I liked the way it

to the last of his toes when he heard that. He

sounded.” He emptied the pockets of his

hadn’t told a soul about Susana’s pregnancy;

threadbare coat as he spoke, littering the table

they weren’t sure if that would take hold. The

with cameos filled with lockets of hair,

other three times, she had bled too soon,

toenails, fingernails, and a long, golden fob

killing their hopes at the root.

chain dotted with adult human teeth hanging

The newcomer noted the changes in

from its links. “What?” Jackadee spurted when

the Colonel’s expression and the jeer had

he noticed James’ queasiness. “You’ve seen

evaporated from his eyes, the veil fell to the

much worse on the battlefield.”

ground. “Oh, dear. I should have guessed . . .

“You will explain your presence and

Sorry, let’s start again. Nice to meet you,

the reason . . . The reason behind this ghoulish

James, I am your half-brother. The one our

display! This instant!”

mother traded with the fairies.”

“Oh, stuff your soldierly voice where
the monkeys stuff their nuts! I really thought

ÂÂÂ
“I suppose you have a name,” James
began as he poured the whisky on the glasses.

you’d be more grateful. After all she sacrificed
for your sake!” The stranger kept pulling
charms from his pockets: dried patches of
skin, a mummified mole with two white hairs
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in it, and the odd tooth that fell from the fob

that, I reckon we both know the answer. So,

chain. He also pulled out a dirty lace

for the record, this is what happened. She

handkerchief with Mrs Dell’s initials, a

traded me. I’m her firstborn, but she had

tortoiseshell comb, and some silver coins,

bigger plans for herself. So she struck a deal

which he counted before stuffing them back

with the other side: my life for a husband with

inside the pocket. “Which of them will you

money. A proper titled spouse, the kind that

take? I’d suggest the teeth, since those were

would make her the toast of the town.”

the hardest sacrifices, but feel free to choose.

“Such things are mere superstition!

I’m not particular. What I am is fed up with

Silly legends, that’s all.” Jackadee again tried

carrying all these trinkets. She’s dead and

not to laugh. “And besides, my mother would

you’re all grown up, no use for these

never . . .”

anymore.”
James drank the whisky in his glass in

“What? Bed a cad without an offer of
marriage? Give a baby away for the promise

two short gulps as he counted the relics on the

of money? For the promise of a better life, she

table. Seven—no, eight—eight adult human

would. She did. I’m here, ain’t I?” Jackadee

teeth. At least a dozen locks of hair—some

almost laughed, and James didn’t know

sable, some grey. Countless fingernails—not

whether the stranger was laughing at him or at

mere trimmings, but the entire piece, with

his mother’s intentions. Their mother’s

crusts of dried blood on the root. “Whose teeth

intentions, the colonel corrected himself:

are these?”

because Jackadee looked like Mrs Dell, the

“Why, hers! What a silly question! To

same eyes, the same slope of the neck. “Wait

make a sacrifice, you must part with

until you hear the rest of the story. Because,

something of yours. That’s the nature of the

you see, she got exactly what she asked for.

business, yes? No? All right . . . Perhaps you

But what is it that they say? Careful what you

are slow after all,” Jackadee sighed. “Or else

wish for? Her wish came with a caveat: your

she took the secret to the grave.”

father wanted heirs, and you’re the only one

“I wasn’t present when she died.”

that lived long enough. You had to be

“On purpose, or . . . ? Never mind

protected at all costs. Enters me, brokering the
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agreements between her and the spirits.”

“I earned those diplomas!” James

“You? Why you?”

shouted, louder than he expected. Jackadee

“Because the fairies love this sort of

could offend his memory all he wanted, but

cruelty. You understand, don’t you? You’ve
seen worse. Anyway, look. This tooth here

not his academic prowess.
“I believe you, my darling brother, but

was for the restoring of your health when you

know there’s a nail or two with your college’s

were ten. Remember? Chickenpox? You

name on it. She needed to be sure. To be fair,

almost died. This one for when that horse

my dear, there was no way you could please

trampled you—that one was a bit more

her. No one could. I pulled all the stops and

difficult. The big tooth there was to make sure

never got a ‘thank you’ for all my troubles. I

you’d get the nomination for the congress. But

didn’t even get a name. It was ‘boy’ this,

now she’s gone, time for us to work together.

‘boy’ that, forever pushing me around like I

You have big plans, and I have the means to

was a piece of furniture.”

make them happen. Everyone wins.”
“What do you mean, ‘you have the
means’?”
“Not wanting to blow my trumpet, but

“Sounds familiar,” James blurted out a
laughter that burned his throat and nose, the
echo of the whisky swinging in the back of his
mouth. He remembered well when he fell from

I always deliver quick and clean.” Jackadee

the horse. The doctor said he had been lucky

sat straighter. “And I accept all currencies.

to escape from the trampling with only a slight

Now, have in mind that sterling silver will buy

concussion. And the college exams . . . He had

small mercies, but for the big ones, only blood

been lucky to be accepted. And the

will do. And it has to be your blood—animal

chickenpox . . . All those ‘there but by the

sacrifices are just for show. I don’t make the

grace of God go I’ moments, all piling up in

rules. But I’m good at all areas. Check your

his path. He also remembered the sourness, the

achievements, if you doubt it. All your school

distance of his mother’s look all the while. He

prizes, the college diploma, your triumphs in

lived; he thrived, only to break the protocol

the courts, they are all here,” he pointed to the

again and again. The nation was forged on his

nails and the mole.

daring, but she wasn’t amused.
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and buried. Or dead and thrown to the wolves,

Jackadee went on. “You and I, working

whatever was cheaper. He had wished his

together for the greatness of the land.”

mother dead so many times—every time she

“As long as I feed you teeth and
nails.”

cut him down. A nation loved him, and yet he
was just a spoiled, ungrateful child to her eyes.

“I accept all currencies. And, hey, I
spared your Susana free of charge.”
“You could have saved my friends!

She had always wanted what she

thought was the best for him.
The horse. The college. The many

All those people I lost! You could have

childhood ailments. Who pulled those teeth

stopped this war!”

out for her? He didn’t dare asking, for the

“Could I? How many teeth would you
give for that cause?”
“You could have shown up before”,

answer would make him vomit. He could see
Jackadee trying to be useful, offering to
remove her fingernails, her hair or the patches

James was beside himself. “Why did you wait

of skin, all for the good cause. Just one more

until she died?”

tooth, dear mother, and then he will settle

“Why indeed,” Jackadee shrugged.

down. Just one more fingernail, you don’t

“You were too dangerous, back then. You’d

want to see him hurt, do you? Just one

misuse my services, of this I’m sure.”

eyelash, just one more, one more, and this

“Meaning my mother didn’t misuse
your services?”
“She only wanted what was best for

soon will end.
James closed his eyes, feeling lost. He
thought of his comrades either dead or lost, the

you. She never asked me to kill anyone for

women and men he had loved before Susana,

you. You, on the other hand . . .”

and the things he had actually wanted to study

“You don’t know me that well,” James

before his mother slaughtered his dreams.

sagged as he felt his blood freezing in his

What did he actually have? What had he

veins and his tongue burning with the lie he

actually achieved?

had just said. Because, by God, even now he
had a long list of people he wanted to see dead

“I have a house,” he said out loud. “I
inherited a house. Four rooms, a front parlour,
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nice riverside views. It had a pleasant garden,

“And how would I explain your existence?

too, when I first bought it. Can that buy

How can I look at anyone in the face if you

something from you?”

stay? I told them all this is a land of equals! I

“Sounds . . . interesting.” Jackadee

fought for a land of equals! This is what I

conceded, a plastered salesperson smile on his

wanted! What would people think if they saw

lips, showing greenish teeth like jagged pieces

you? All my work, all my battles, all lost!”

of slate. “What do you want?”
James fished the key chain from the
inside pocket of his coat and placed it into
Jackadee’s trembling hand, holding it close to
him—such a cold hand it was, colder than
river water, colder than winter’s winds, colder

“All your work?” Jackadee pushed his
hand away, still holding the keychain between
his grass-stained fingers. “Your work?!”
“You’re free to go. Take her house,
take your payment, and leave!”
There wasn’t confidence or mirth in

than the skin of his friends and lovers lost in

Jackadee’s look, no anger flaring the nostrils.

battle. “Oh, no, mate. You cannot get rid of

If anything, the captain could swear that the

me like this,” Jackadee trembled, floating

man so alike him, so alike his mother—their

somewhere between the shock and the

mother—was about to cry in despair, because

umbrage. “What will you do when your son

all hope deposited in a change of heart from

gets feverish the first time around? Or when

such a heartless man like Colonel Dell was

he falls from his horse, or when he chooses a

now lost forever. James would never know for

profession or a wife you despise? You need

sure what had been there—Jackadee stormed

me!” James took one tooth from the fob chain

out of the room and out of the funeral parlour,

and wrapped it in his own handkerchief,

leaving behind the ex-votos and a lingering

ignoring the stranger all the while. “I know

perfume of rotten flowers and sawdust.

you. I know what you want. I know what I

James hid the macabre bounty inside

want. I don’t want a house. I want to be your

Mrs Dell’s coffin just before the priest came

brother. I want what we were both denied.”

around for the final blessing. After he closed

James pressed the keys upon

the casket as fast as he could, avoiding looking

Jackadee’s hand again, turning his face away.

at his mother for the last time, he peeked at the
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one memento he had saved: one tooth wrapped
in a stained linen handkerchief. Which wish
had that bought? The fall from the horse? The
chickenpox? A battle wound?
It occurred to him he had been his
nation’s Jackadee. How many teeth had that
nation cost him? Not his own: he had brokered
his soldiers’ teeth and blood, and the tears of
widows and orphans for a future that would
certainly deceive and disappoint them, the way
his mother had been disappointed time after
time with his decisions and expectations. And
he had pulled all those teeth, drained all that
blood, with the best of intentions.
The historians would know through
hearsay and second-hand witnesses about how
the captain of the nation howled as he closed
the coffin, but they would never know why.
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Fragments of
Faerie Magic

the shelves lining the walls. Paulie’s rounded face

by Hannah Hulbert

piercing but not fierce. Meg’s fists relaxed a tad

gaped in awe.
It was a giant, or something like one. His
long, white beard filled the whole doorway with a
crooked nose protruding from the hairy canopy
near the lintel. Two icy blue eyes sat above;

around the curves of her sticks.
“Good afternoon,” he rumbled. “My name

There was a knock at the door.
Meg looked up from the sinkful of dirty
crockery and sighed.

is Wanandir. I was just telling your companion
here that I’m looking for Paulie and Meg.”
“I’m Meg, and this is Paulie,” Meg

“Could you get that, Paulie?” she shouted.
“Get what?” Paulie’s voice called from
the sitting room.

replied, gesturing with a twitch of her whiskery
head. “What do you want?”
“Well, I would tell you that long story

“The door!” Meg cried, wiping her
wrinkled hands on her apron.
Paulie tottered through the doorway,

over a pot of tea, but I fear I wouldn’t fit inside,
even if you were to invite me.”
“We can sit in the garden,” Paulie

muttering about not hearing the door, until the
rapping started again. Meg picked up her sticks to

suggested.
Meg turned, bristling. Why would he offer

follow him. The dishes would wait.
Paulie tugged the door open and gasped.
A figure filled the entire doorway. Meg tried to
hurry to his side, but her stubborn joints refused to
work any faster.
“Good afternoon. I am looking for a pair
of goblins named Paulie and Meg?” The
enormous voice rattled the jars full of treasures on

this immense stranger hospitality? But then she
caught the smile on his sweet face, and held her
tongue.
“I’ll make tea. Meg, you make our guest
comfortable.” Paulie bustled over to the stove.
It had been years since they’d entertained,
and Meg hadn’t missed it. Somehow she’d
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forgotten how happy Paulie had been serving his

fainter than it had once been, but not yet faded

friends snacks and drinks when they were young.

completely.

Rather than lingering to feel the niggling
regret, Meg scuffed towards the door.
“You heard the goblin,” she said, shooing
him away.
The giant stepped back to allow her
through. Mottled, green sunlight snuck through
the oak leaves. She squinted up at the stranger.

Her sticks tapped slowly along the
cobbles. Meg was aware of the tiny steps the
wizard was taking behind her. A rush of heat rose
in her cheeks, flushing from their usual grey-green
to pink. She clenched her teeth and, with great
effort, maintained a steady speed.
A small, green, wooden table sat in the

His beard and hair reached almost to the ground,

shade of the shaggy branches, nestled between

like snowfall on the moors. His clothes were grey

two massive roots.

and tatty and he wore a pointed hat with a wide
brim.

Meg manoeuvred herself into the space
between it and the softly mossed bench cut into

“Wait—are you a wizard?” Meg asked.

the rock. She eased herself down, ignoring the

The giant bowed. “At your service,

groaning of her back and foreboding of what it

Madam. And I shall explain everything.

would cost her to get up again. The wizard

Please . . .” and he gestured down the overgrown

perched on a nearby boulder. He, too, rested a

path.

stick beside himself. It twisted around something
Meg led him through the garden, her pride

like a gleaming opal at the top. Its colours swirled

and joy, though it had lapsed somewhat since her

in a tornado of light, dancing mesmerizingly

knees had ceased to bend as they should. The

inside the glassy dome.

curated array of mosses and ferns that carpeted the
boulders around their home took care of
themselves these days. Splashes of orange, red and
purple interrupted the green; the remnant of her
one-time award winning mushrooms, continuing

The wizard dropped his hat over the stone,
startling Meg’s attention away.
“My apologies, I forgot how susceptible
your kind are to the power of enchanted gems.”
The small round window cut into the tree

to flourish despite her neglect. She inhaled, filling

let out the clinking of Paulie laying the tray. Meg

her snub nose with the musk of decaying leaves;

tucked her hands into her apron pocket for
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“He says they’re delectable,” Meg said,

something to occupy them. The treasures she had
collected that morning rolled between her

leaning closer.
“Oh, yes. Old family recipe—mushroom

fingertips. Acorns, pebbles, snail shells, a bone:
reminders of where she had been and what she

and clove. Wonderful for dunking!” He proceeded

had done.

to demonstrate, gumming merrily at the soggy

They waited wordlessly, serenaded by an
inquisitive robin, until a crescendo of whistling
from inside filled the peace.

biscuit. “Another?” he offered, with his mouth
full.
“Thank you so much,” the wizard said,

“Ah, tea,” the wizard remarked.

waving the plate away. “Well, this is a much more

The tinkling of spoons grew louder as

civilized way to tell my tale.”

Paulie rounded the corner, a good deal faster than

“We don’t want to buy any snails,” Paulie

Meg had managed. He placed the tray on the

said. “Lovely little things, but we have plenty

table. It was set with their best earthenware mugs

already.”

and pot with the blue glaze that they’d bought at
the bazaar in Aminaton all those miles and years

“No, tell his tale,” Meg repeated. She
turned to the wizard, lips tight.
“Yes, quite,” he said, raising his voice. “I

away.
Paulie beamed and chattered as he
strained steaming yellow tea into the mugs.
Wanandir held his between his thick thumb and

am here concerning a gemstone rather like the one
you already spotted atop my staff, Meg.”
He lifted his hat, allowing them a glimpse.

forefinger like an eggcup. Paulie sat beside Meg

Meg knew better than to dive into the vortex of

on the mossy bench and offered a plate of biscuits

iridescence again, and instead watched Paulie. The

to their uninvited guest first. Meg suppressed a

light of the stone reflected in his wide, clouding

snort of laughter at the look on his face as he

eyes. Then Wanandir lowered his hat again and

popped the entire thing into his cavernous mouth.

Paulie shook his head.

“These are very . . . unusual. Goblin
delicacies, I presume?”
“Eh?” Paulie said, cocking his pointed
ear.

“Remarkable, isn’t it?” Wanandir said.
“Have you ever seen such a stone before?”
Paulie’s brow furrowed in concentration.
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“No, we haven’t. Why do you ask?” Meg
answered, hastily.
The wizard skewered her with a stare
from beneath his overgrown eyebrows.
“Well, that brings us to my story. It

“What has it to do with magical stones?
Well, if you know the story you can answer your
own question. The allied races defeated the fae
with cunning when they realised they could not
prevail by force. How was that?”

begins at the dawn of time, so it may take a

“They stole faerie magic,” Meg said.

while.”

“And?”
Meg shifted on the bench. “I can’t sit too

long these days. Is there an abridged version?”

“They fragmented it so that nobody could
use it again.”

The wizards eyes sparkled. “For you,

“And the pieces?”

Madam, I shall do my best. So: at the dawn of

“Were distributed amongst the peoples, so

time, the world was an inhospitable place. The

that no one race should have more power than any

races fought one another and life was brutal and

other.”
“Very good. Now, what do you suppose

short for all—with the exception of the fae, who
profited greatly from the discord at our expense.

that has to do with magical stones?”
Meg’s eyes narrowed. “No . . .” she

And so an alliance of sorts was struck between the
other races. Dwarfs, trolls, goblins and humans.

breathed.
“That stone contains a quarter of the

You probably already know this story.”
“Those fae always have been trisky,”
Paulie contributed, before sipping his tea. Meg

faerie magic from the War?” Paulie gasped,
pointing at the hat.

wrapped her stiff fingers around her mug,

Wanandir nodded.

allowing the heat to seep into her joints.

“What’re you doing, walking about with it

“Indeed,” Wanandir nodded. “But the fae

like that?” Meg shrieked. “And why in a cauldron

did not take kindly to being excluded from the

of frogs would you bring it here? Good grief,

alliance, and thus began the War of Five Races.”

man!”

“Every babe knows this story. What has it

He raised his empty palms. “Please, calm

to do with magical stones? Or with us?” Meg

yourself. We wizards never act without

interrupted.

considerable deliberation. Some might even say
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we deliberate too much.” His lips quirked behind

thief, or thieves, have since lost one of the two

his moustache. “I carry the stone with me because

stolen stones. Primarily because a great deal of

I am the best equipped to protect it, and the stones

damage might be done by someone in possession

are in grave need of protection. The fragments in

of half the magic combined, and we have seen no

the possession of first the trolls and then the

evidence of this.”

dwarves are no longer so. They have been stolen.”
Paulie clapped a hand across his mouth
and Meg spilled tea onto the table.
“This did not occur recently, as we
mortals would consider it. The thefts have been
kept quiet, for fear of causing panic. Indeed, some

“What if the stones were stolen by two
separate thieves? Or if the trolls and dwarves
simply lost the stones? Or they’re lying to stir up
trouble?” Meg asked, jabbing a finger at the damp
table top.
“All excellent suggestions which I myself

three-score years have passed since. The pair of

have investigated fully. I could present my

you would’ve been mere children when the stone

findings, if you wish, or I could continue with my

of the dwarves was taken.”

. . . ‘abridged version’?” He arched an eyebrow.

Paulie’s eyes grew distant, like they did

Meg spread her hands in submission and

every evening beside the fire whilst sorting

took a sip of her tea. It was lukewarm now, but

through the treasures of day.

still rich and soothing, with sage and camomile:

“But this doesn’t explain why you’re
here,” Meg said. “Wait—you’re not inviting us on

Paulie’s favourite afternoon blend.
“So I am here on the trail of the lost stone,

a quest, are you? Because I’m afraid you’re rather

in the hope of restoring it to its custodian. I traced

late for that.” She patted her trusty walking sticks.

the thief as far as the south coast, where I believe

“Have no fear, my dear lady,” Wanandir
said with a grin. “I am coming to my point and
it’s nothing of that sort. Now: the stones were

the stone parted ways with its wrongful owner in
the city of Aminaton, about sixty years ago.”
His gaze locked with Meg’s. She tried to

only taken from the trolls and the dwarves. The

hold it, but her eyes watered and twitched.

goblins still have theirs, as I have recently verified

“We’ve lived here all our lives. What makes you

for myself, and the humans still have theirs, as

think we’d know anything about that?”

you can see. But I have reason to believe that the
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“But Meg . . .” Paulie began. Meg kicked

“Paulie, my dear. The wizard thinks we

him under the table. Paulie rubbed his shin with a

have something that belongs to someone else.

look of hurt confusion. Meg’s stomach knotted.

Could you bring him our chests where we keep

“What led you to us, specifically?” she
asked Wanandir again.
“The stones are magical. Even if they’re

our most valuable treasures? He can see for
himself there’s no reason to suspect us. I’d go
myself, but . . .” she patted her aching knees.
“Meg, are you sure? He doesn’t know our

not consciously used, they affect their owner.
Whoever has them will be renowned for their

ways. He doesn’t understand about a goblin’s

extraordinary luck; their knack of succeeding with

treasures . . .”

whatever they put their hand to; their longevity.

“I’ll tell him. Thank you, Paulie.”

That sort of thing.”

Paulie nodded and slid out from behind

Meg shifted uncomfortably. Paulie studied

the table.

her with wide, sad eyes.

Meg turned to Wanandir.

“If we did know where it is, what would
you do?” she asked.
“As I said, I am here to restore the stone

“Paulie gets confused easily these days.
It’s taken all his trust in me to have him share his
treasures with you. You may be a giant and you

to its custodian. That would have been the

may have magic we cannot fathom, but if you

dwarves, but I have my doubts that they will

cause that trust between us to be broken, the lost

manage to keep it safe, having allowed it to go

stones will be the least of your worries,

missing once already. The stone should be held by

understand?”
“I do,” he said with a solemnity that Meg

someone who knows how to treasure and protect
something of great value, but who will not be

suspected masked amusement. She chose to ignore

tempted to wield the power for selfish ends.” He

it.

examined Paulie’s innocent face.
Meg took Paulie’s hand in hers. She

“A goblin’s most valuable treasures are
for only themselves and their dearest loved ones.

turned from the wizard’s piercing stare to Paulie’s

They encapsulate who they are and the key

as though she could speak directly into his mind.

moments of their life. They’re more precious than

She chose her words carefully.
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anything. You will not scorn them or laugh at

with his elegant nose peeking over the top. He set

them or touch them. Do you understand?”

them on the table and sat beside Meg again,

“I do,” he repeated. “But your other
treasures. The ones that aren’t in your chests.
What of those?”
“You know how a goblin guards their
trove. The stone entrusted to goblinkind was never
lost. Our folks keep what we have safe.”

fingers twitching nervously. Meg took his hands
in her own and held them still.
“May I?” Wanandir asked.
“You may open, but you may not touch,”
Meg said.
The wizard lifted the catch on Paulie’s

Wanandir bowed his head. “As have I.”

chest first, engraved with flowers and strawberries

Meg snorted. “Sure, by walking all around

by his father, long gone.

the world with it on display. Why didn’t you leave

Meg knew exactly what would be there. A

it back in the land of humans with one of your

wizened conker on a string that won the conkering

friends?”

championship when he was six. Jay feathers his

“As I said before, I am the best equipped
to . . .”

mother wore as a headdress. The yarrow crown
Meg wove for him, pressed between two sheets of

“Then why didn’t you stay home and

parchment. Mother-of-pearl sea shells from their

guard it, and send a friend to find the lost one?

trip to the south coast. A roe deer antler they

Why did it have to be you?”

found in the nook that became their home. A

The wizard sat in silence. The open

handkerchief he embroidered before his eyesight

window released soft sounds of rummaging and

and dexterity began to fail. Memories of all he had

falling objects.

done and people he had known; of the things that

Meg pointed a grubby claw at the wizard.
“We goblins may not be famous for our

defined him.
Meg closed her eyes when Wanandir

socialising and shows of affection, but we know

opened her box. Paulie leaned in closer, lending

how to trust.”

Meg his warmth. He smelled of tea and

“Here you are,” Paulie announced as he
rounded the corner in the path. Two wooden
chests rested in his arms, stacked one on the other

woodsmoke and home.
“My apologies. You’re quite right, these
are not the treasures I’m looking for.” He shut the
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lid gingerly. “Thank you so much for your

grand nieces and nephews. Everything else is

hospitality. I will intrude upon it no longer.”

going up in a bonfire.”

“Eh?” Paulie said.
“He says we don’t have the stone. Just

The wizard’s jaw dropped. Meg almost
laughed out loud.
“If you want, you could leave your

like I told him.”
“Oh.” Paulie frowned again. “Where will
you look next?” he asked.

address and we’ll make sure you’re notified if
anything that might interest you turns up?”

The wizard stood, bare head brushing the

“But what if the benefactors don’t honour

curtain of lichen hanging from the lower branches

your wishes? What if your treasures end up in the

of the oak. “You know, it occurs to me that

wrong hands?” Wanandir’s face was ashen.
“Trust, wizard. It all comes down to

wherever the stone is, it has been quite safe for the
past sixty years. I wonder whether I might just
leave it and pay more attention to protecting the

trust.”
He shook his head, but reached into a

stone with which I have been entrusted,” he

pocket for a scrap of paper and a pencil. He

remarked.

handed his forwarding instructions to Meg.

Paulie nodded and also rose. Wanandir
offered Meg his hand.
“I’ll get up in my own time, thank you
wizard.”
“Very well. But I do have one last
question, if you will indulge me?”
“Go ahead.”
“What becomes of a goblin’s treasures
when they die? If it isn’t too personal a question.”
“We’ve written a will, and everything
goes where we want it to. Paulie and I will leave

“Well, I must thank you again for a most
enlightening visit.” He took Paulie’s hand and
squeezed his slender fingers. Meg shook his hand
without rising, clasping it firmly whilst fixing him
with a steady gaze.
“Fare well. I hope I shall not receive word
from you or your kin for a good many years yet.”
“Good bye!” Paulie trilled, waving regally
as the wizard disappeared down the path. Then he
turned to Meg. “Whatever was that all about?”
“Looking for some trinket. I told him he

everything to each other, and when we’re both

wouldn’t find what he expected, but he didn’t

gone there are a few knick-knacks for our great-

believe me. Wizards are such suspicious buggers.”
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She began to ease her weight up from the cushion

old cosy, utilitarian mugs and the plate of biscuits

of moss. She grimaced and Paulie scurried to her

on the table between them.

side.

Meg lowered herself into the rocking chair
“Can I help?”
“Take the boxes,” she said through her

teeth. “Please. Thank you, sweetie.”
“I’ll brew a pot of willow-bark tea,”
Paulie said, scooping up the chests and heading
back to the house.
Quite a while and many muttered curses
later, Meg passed through the front door. The
scent of mint almost masked the bitterness of the
willow-bark. Dishes and tepid water still waited in
the basin.
“Sit by the fire,” Paulie instructed her,
patting her arm. “There’s tea and the rest of the
biscuits. It’s funny, that gentleman barely touched
them.”

and heaved a sigh.
“Do you miss entertaining?” she asked
Paulie, eyes drooping.
“Sometimes. But then the only person I
ever really wanted to entertain was you.”
Meg cracked an eyelid. Paulie smiled that
smile he’d always saved for her. She reached over
and entwined their gnarly fingers.
“Don’t let me fall asleep and leave
dishes,” she said.
Paulie waved his other hand as though
batting a bothersome gnat. “They’re not going
anywhere.”
Meg sank deeper into her chair, eye
wandering lazily along their belongings displayed

Meg barked a laugh. “Didn’t know a good

about the room. In a jar, high on a shelf in the

thing when it was right under his nose,” she said,

corner, something gleamed and swirled. She never

inching towards the fireside.

would’ve noticed it had she not known exactly

The sitting room was cosy and musty.
Hops dried over the rafters and sheepskins were
soft and oily under her bare toes. Every surface
was cluttered with jars, dishes, boxes and tins

where to look.
“Should we be worried about the fae
getting back their magic?” Paulie asked.
“I shouldn’t think so. Humans are always

containing a lifetime of treasures. Two chairs

fretting. They don’t know how to be content.

huddled near the hearth, with a pot under a stained

Always looking for the next thing to panic about.”
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“But what if the person who took it uses it
for evil?”
Meg squeezed his hand a little tighter.
“I’m sure they’re looking after it better than any
dwarf could. I trust whoever has it right now
knows how to treat a treasure.”
Paulie’s frown dissolved on his face.
“You’re right, of course,” he said. “Tea?” And he
reached his spare hand towards the pot.
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